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Leave the old paradigm behind and start safeguarding your portfolio Short Selling with the O'Neil

Disciples is a guide to optimizing investment performance by employing the unique strategies put

forth by William O'Neil. The authors traded these strategies with real money, then refined them to

reflect changing markets and conditions to arrive at a globally-relevant short-selling strategy that

helps investors realize maximum profit. Readers will learn how short selling recognizes the life-cycle

paradigm arising from an economic system that thrives on 'creative destruction,' and has been

mischaracterized as an evil enterprise when it is simply a single component in smart investing and

money management. This informative guide describes the crucial methods that preserve gains and

offset declines in other stocks that make up a portfolio with more of an intermediate- to long-term

investment horizon, and how to profit outright when markets begin to decline. Short-selling is the act

of identifying a change of trend in a stock from up to down, and seeking to profit from that change by

riding the stock to the downside by selling the stock while not actually owning it, with the idea of

buying the stock back later at a lower price. This book describes the methods that make

short-selling work in today's markets, with expert advice for optimal practice.  Learn the six basic

rues of short-selling Find opportunities on both the long and short sides of stocks Practice refined

methods that make short-selling smarter Examine case studies that profitably embody these

practices  Investors able to climb out of the pessimistic, conspiratorial frame of mind that fixates on

the negative will find that short selling can serve as a practical safeguard that will protect the rest of

their portfolio. With clear guidance toward the techniques relevant in today's markets, Short Selling

with the O'Neil Disciples is an essential read.
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A thorough update to Gil's 2004 book on short selling when he was with O'Neil. More focused on

the mechanics and setups of short sale candidates then his earlier book, especially setup review on

the daily timeframe. Lot's of great ideas and some new ways of looking at price action "overlaps" of

prior price support zones or moving average action zones. Highly recommended if you have an

interest in doing the work to find these potential fast movers to the downside that would work well for

end of day traders. At over 300 pages, you are given plenty of examples to emulate in your trading.

First things first , this book is not for beginners ... it asumes you have some knowledge about

patterns , volume , wyckoff or oneil method , etc ... if you are new into trading you shouldn't be

learning about short selling . If you know something about trading but nothing of short selling I

recommend : the new sell and sell short from alexander Elder ... Actually I did not like A. Elder book

but I realize that its a good intro to the subject . I took a start ONLY because there are too many

typo mistakes , too many errors like dates or months when he is speaking about some charts , etc ..

If editing were a bit better I would give this book 5 stars ... the content is fantastic , the charts are

clear ... and it was about time that some one writes a good book about short selling! Thanks for the

authors

Good book on short selling. Not as good as there earlier book 'Trading from the Cockpit'.The earlier

chapters give a good explanation and summary of the basics.You can pull many of the key

concepts can be pulled out of the numerous examples given in the later chapters, but a more

explicit summary of the concepts would have improved the book.

Excellent book for the active trader. Unless you know everything there is to know about trading then

I recommend this book to help increase your knowledge, find more trading opportunities and

increase your profits

Great book! As a person who has lost more battles than won in the short selling arena, this is by far

the best book I have read. A one star review of this book is just ridiculous. The most complete

information on short selling available. Every page is important. He has been in the trenches. I have

already made 30% shorting gold stocks, 25% on SSYS. acting on information in this book. I was a



day late on GMCR. I am ready for the bear market.

I believe there are many different ways to short stocks but in this book, the authors explains the

ways and methods he has found successful. This book assumes you have already some knowledge

about technical analysis. Hardly no fundamental analysis is used. I liked the amount of charts that

were provided in this book and the annotations on the charts. I think the annotations in these charts

were better than in the "In the trading cockpit with the O'Neil disciples" book which was written by

the same authors. While this book is mainly due to the work of one author despite two authors on

the cover page, I don't think it hinders or interferes with the learning or reading process.The bad

things are there are a few typos (for example writing wrong dates/months) and rather often you have

to flip back and forth between pages as the author describes a chart on a different page. An index is

in the book but a glossary would have been nice.If you like the O'Neil books, I would recommend

this one.

I purchased the 2 previous books released by these authors and gained useful info on strategies,

but unfortunately this book doesn't offer anything new, or original. Disappointed :/
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